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Fatal virus causes hundreds of seals to die
New England Aquarium in the
By JANE M. GIBBS
HAMPTON — Harbor seals in gruesome task of collecting seal
local waters are being carcasses, many of which are
threatened by the spread of a badly decomposed or mutilated
fatal virus, already responsible by sea gulls.
“It’s unusual to see any harbor
for the death of hundreds of
seal hauled out on a sandy beach
them since late December.
The pneumonia-like disease, (they prefer rocks) so that’s an
which surfaced in Wellfleet just indication right away something
before Christmas, appears to be is wrong,” Mercer explained.
moving northward with the “Some may even look to be
annual migration to cooler alive, while they in fact are not,
waters of central and northern and if one is living, don’t ap
proach it,” he advised. A seal
northern Maine.
Thirty dead seals have can swiftly lunge toward an
washed
ashore
between approaching person to land a
Gloucester and Saco, Maine, in vicious bite.
Mercer recently acquired
the past few weeks. Three were
recently recovered by officials first-hand knowledge in dealing
at the Parker River National with angry, lunging seals. On
Wildlife Refuge at Plum Island, March 22, a day when three dead
and several more have come seals washed in at Hampton
ashore in the vicinity of Hamp Beach, a six-foot 250-pound male
ton Beach.
seal was spotted in the water by
More than 330 carcasses, beach resident Shawn Leary.
Leary kept watch and notified
•retrieved between southern
Connecticut and southern the Aquarium that the seal was
Maine, are housed at the New traashing about in the surf,
England Aquarium in Boston trying repeatedly to beach
where animal disease experts himself against a heavy current.
Finally, the ill and weakened
are conducting investigations.
Autopsies are performed at seal landed himself near the
jetty at Hampton Beach State
Tufts University.
The highly-contagious Park and Leary stayed nearby
pneumonia has never been until the Aquarium sent Mercer
encounteered by researchers and Beekman. The Hampton
before. The virus proves fatal to animal officer, an agent from
seals within 72 hours after ex the National Marine Fisheries
posure, but cannot be tran Service and New Hampshire
State Police also responded. A
smitted to humans.
It’s important an infected seal crowd gathered.
be removed from the en “He was as large as they
vironment quickly to avoid come,” exclaimed Mercer, “and
further contamination, so local his personality left much to be
residents are asked to keep their desired.” Jumping several
times to avoid the enraged seal’s
eyes open and to use caution.
Anyone spotting an ill or dead attempts to “bite off legs,” the
seal is asked to call Hampton men managed to put a noose
Beach resident Scott Mercer, a around the seal’s neck. By
marine mammalogist, at 603 holding his tail, they were able to
926-4419, or South Berwick, flip him onto a large canvas
Maine veterinarian Dr. Gerry stretcher provided by the
Beekman who studys marine Aquarium.
It took six men to carry the
mammal medicine, at 207-384
seal, quieted by placing a
2123.
Both have been assisting the blanket over his eyes, to Beek-

man’s station wagon for tran said Mercer. A high number of
sportation to Boston. Mercer’s fatalities is likely to occur in the
younger
brother,
Brian, Gulf of Maine during the next
recorded the event with his few weeks.
camera.
Confusing to present research
The seal, which Mercer efforts is the number of natural
believes one of the largest in deaths, high at this time for
captivity, was badly congested yearlings who are rejected by
and appeared to be suffering the the group during “pupping” or
early stages of the virus. He has birthing season which peaks at
been under constant observation the end of April. Each
at the Aquarium since that time femalebears only one pup each
and lately began to show signs of
improvement, regaining his
appetite.
Mercer credits local police for
t cooperation and assistance by
promptly
notifying
the
Aquarium, or he and Beekman.
“They’ve been relaying reports
as soon as they get them,
allowing us to get the seals out of
circulation as fast as possible,”
he said.
An estimated 1,500 to 2,000
harbor seals inhabit New
England’s coastal waters. Of
that number, it is feared 10 to 20
percent have succumbed to the
infection. The number of bodies
swept to sea makes actual
fatality figures hard to deter
mine.
Contrary to some reports,
according to Mercer, the virus
has not been determined a
natural check
on
over
population. Seal censuses have
only been taken in recent years,
and population totals before the
virus are inadequate for such a
theory.
The real death toll may not be
known until a comparison is
made in local waters next
winter. During a census here
last January, before the virus
had hit more northern portions
of the coastline, there were 165
seals spotted between the Isles
of Shoals and Manchester, Mass.
As seals mingle during the
present northward migration,
lasting from late March to early
June, the chances of contacting
the disease will be increased,

spring.
The yearlings and other young
seals: explained Mercer, are
often kicked off the haulouts by
the older ones and the resulting
stress causes them to be
susceptible to stomach disorders
and weight loss which in turn
leads to possible infestations of
parasites and various viruses,
While congregated in the Gulf
of Maine during the summer, the

seals take advantage of the
gathering and begin their
mating season. The mature
males become even more antagonistic to the younger seals,
the only time harbor seals are
adversely hostile to one another,
A delayed gestation period
results with pups born again the
spring.

taken a great toll on young seals,
with the majority of deceased
sexually immature between the
ages of two and five.
Dr. Joseph Geraci, a
pathologist and veterinary
consultant from the University
of Ontario Veterinary College in
Canada, has been working
steadily in Boston with experts
from several agencies.
The killing pneumonia has The origin of the disease has
not yet been disclosed, although
they say they have isolated a
tiny organism known as
mycroplasma, related to bac
teria and known to cause
pneumonia in a wide variety of
animal species.
There is an indication the

mycroplasma is not the sole
cause of the disease, however,
and is secondary to another
organism which produces the
early stages of infection.
Coincidentally, sea lions on the
coast of California have lately
fallen prey to a fatal infection,
cause yet unknown.
Ideas are being tested that the
present disease may be dormant
under natural conditions, but
has become apparent due to
environmental changes, perhaps
from pollutants or the unusually
warm winter weather.
Progress is being made in the
research and a finding is ex
pected to be announced in the
near future.
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And in Europe***

Seals

Scientists Join Together
To Save the North Sea

of

By THOMAS LAND
Scripps Howard News Service
LONDON — Marine biologists are turning to
computer scientists to help them to analyze and
predict the crucial and complex processes
behind Europe’s fragile offshore environment.
The project has emerged as a centerpiece of a
European program for the rescue of the North
Sea, where thousands of seals were killed by a
killer flu virus earlier this year.
British scientists have devoted a set of
powerful computers to create a mathematical
model of the undersea environment. The
international project — the British component of
which involves a research ship, more than 100
scientists as well as support staff, many
universities and nearly $18 million investment —
is hosted by the Proudman Oceanographic
Laboratory near Birkenhead, on England’s
northwest coast.
A marine scientist at Britain’s Natural
Environment Research Council (NERC), which
runs the program, said: “The aim of the project is
to produce a mathematical model taking into
account all the chemical, physical and biological
processes taking place in the sea. The model will
be run on very powerful computers.
“Once the system of the sea as a whole is
understood, the model can be used to predict
water quality and the future effect of man’s
activities.”

Approval

14,000 SEALS WASHED ASHORE

x-W®”

A TANK WITH A VIEW — A harbor seal in an outdoor tank at the New England Aquarium in
Boston is just one of several involved in a marine mammal rescue program.
WEIGHT WORRIES — New England
Aquarium volunteer Sue Mocheo weighs
“Zip.”

More than 14,000 dead and dying Common
seals have been washed upon the shores of
Britain, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, West Ger
many and the Netherlands since the disease first
struck last April. More than 100 Grey seals have
died since August when the disease spread to
British waters.
The virus epidemic has not been directly
linked to pollution, but scientists believe that the
natural resistance of the seals could have been
weakened by the effects of the thousands of tons
of industrial and municipal wastes poured into
the sea every year. Parts of the North Sea have
been described as some of the dirtiest bodies of
water in the world.
The North Sea project will call for enormous
computer time to be provided partly by an IBM
4381-12 mainframe and mainly by a Cray
X-MP/48 machine.
Much of the data originates from surveys and
experiments carried out on board RRS Chal
lenger, the NERC scientific research vessel,
which has been assigned to the program for 15
months. For 12 days every month, the ship
gathers information on the physics, chemistry,
biology and sediment of the North Sea. On the
remaining days, scientists study the various
processes such as the exchange of gases between
the air and sea, plankton productivity, the
chemistry of different depths and the movement
of sediment.
The British observational program is comple
mented by Danish and Norwegian surveys in
more northern waters. Further collaboration is
progressing through the International Council
for the Exploration of the Sea and other
organizations in West Germany, the Netherlands
and Belgium. Their studies are complicated by
the relentless discharge of waste materials into
the marine environment.
NORTH SEA DUMPING GROUND

ALMOST A PAT — A little girl reaches out to a passing seal in the tank at the aquarium. The
program to rescue seals and rehabilitate them at New England Aquarium began 1 5 years
ago.

A SEAL’S MEAL — It’s supper time as this
seal goes to meet the fish dangled over his
tank at the New England Aquarium.

Each year, more than 11,000 tons of heavy
metals and 5 million tons of treated sewage are
dumped into the North Sea from the surround
ing countries, mainly through rivers, while more
than 10,000 tons of phosphorous and 1.2 million
tons of nitrous wastes are pumped into the
adjacent, almost landlocked Baltic Sea.
Scientists at the United Nations Environment
Program say there are so many chemicals mixed
together in the North Sea that it’s difficult to
assess their individual effects.
One scientific report from West Germany lists
150 different poisonous wastes found in five dead
baby seals, while in adult seals as many as 1,000
toxic substances were identified. Polychlorinat
ed biphenyls (PCBs), which have long been
known to affect fertility and cause miscarriages
in seals, have also been known to act as
immuno-suppressants in mammals.
The European Community banned PCB
production in 1978, but many countries have
been unable to prevent leakages of the poison
into their coastal waters, where it appears to
have entered the marine food chain.
EC members recently have committed them
selves to clean up their rivers — the largest
source of pollution affecting the marine ecology
— through halving the dumping of dangerous
chemicals by 1995. They are also to end waste
incineration at sea by 1994, while outlawing the
dumping of harmful chemicals in the sea by the
end of 1989.
But last summer’s seal deaths have generated
most of the current public concern over the state
of the offshore environment. West Germany
recently announced a $9 billion plan involving
industry and local authorities. Denmark has
committed a $1.7 billion investment in a program
to save marine life in its surrounding seas.
Britain has spent millions of dollars cleaning up
rivers that run into the North Sea.
CLEANUP FOR VOTES
Cleanup policies were major vote-getters in
the recent general elections in Swedex\,
the government has announced what it describes
as “the world’s most comprehensive environ
mental program.”
The Nordic Council of Ministers is considering
proposals to tighten the recent North Sea
accord. The seven-nation Helsinki Commission,
which monitors the Baltic marine environment,
also is working on greater pollution controls.
Meanwhile, scientists in Britain, Norway and
the Netherlands are investigating the connec
tion between marine pollution and the immuno
suppression that has devastated the seal
population. The EC is funding research into
vaccines to halt the tragedy which threatens to
wipe out some 80 percent of the seal population.

Photos By
The Associated Press

A SAFE HARBOR — This seal takes a relaxed pose in its new surroundings. He is one of the
sick or orphaned mammals involved in the rehabilitation program.

(Thomas Land is a reporter for the London
Observer)
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Seals
as students

Gannett/Joe Larese

Mark Dineen, education director at North Wind Under
sea Institute, trains a seal to retrieve a wrench.

Marine mammals train for underwater rescues
By Ray Weiss
Staff Writer

live until they’re 40. So they can keep learning
more and more.”
Teacher as student

EW YORK — Raz pops her head out of the
In the past, she helped train sea lions to
water, after having searched the bottom of
retrieve dummy missiles for the Navy in her home
a silo-shaped tank. The 2-year-old seal
state of California. Like other marine-mammal
studies a triangle and square that hang in
trainers, she considered seals inferior to sea lions,
front of her. She appears perplexed for a moment.
because they were less animated and mobile out of
Then she taps her nose against the triangle,
water. That led to the assumption that seals also
indicating that she has spotted no one below.
were less intelligent.
“Good girl, good girl,” Joy Ross croons,
First impressions proved wrong. The three
rewarding her eager student with a herring.
seals have learned more than she ever expected.
“You’re such a smarty.”
In fact, Ross knows of no sea lion that has
Raz and the two other harbor seals at City
accomplished what Raz, Sirius and Stanley have.
Island’s North Wind Undersea Institute aren’t
“Seals are just as quick and witty as sea lions,”
being groomed for jobs at Sea World. They won’t
she says. “But this has been a challenge. It wasn’t
be joining any tourist attraction’s lineup of ball
simple. This is just the beginning.”
balancing and hoop-jumping marine acts.
A seal cannot stand like a sea lion. Yet they
The three harbor seals are being trained to
have more dexterity in their front flippers, which
assist divers and save lives. In eight months, they
resemble hands. That’s why they can learn to open
have learned to retrieve tools, unbuckle a seat belt seat belts and retrieve tools.
and locate a body under water.
Ironically, those accomplishments almost
“A lot of people were skeptical at first because didn’t occur. The three seals were found in 1985
it’s so unusual,” Ross says of the Bronx-based non washed up and dying on a beach in Maine. The
profit environmental and educational
orphaned pups were taken to Boston’s New
organization’s project. “But the sky’s the limit, or I England Aquarium.
should say, the sea’s the limit.”
Within six months, the three seals could be
A man with a mission
training in open water, a major step in becoming
Michael Sandlofer had participated in several
man’s best underwater friend. Eventually, Ross
rescues of beached whales, as a diver and founder
and others at the mini-maritime museum expect
and director of the North Wind Undersea
seals to help locate and recover materials and
Institute. The 3,000-member organization also has
people lost at sea.
been involved in numerous environmental
“They can do so much more than man. They
campaigns involving the world’s oceans, including
see as well underwater as a cat can above,” she
says. “These seals are only 2 years old. They can
Please see SEALS, C3 Head trainer Joy Ross pets the belly of one of her star pupils, Sirius.
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From page C1
opposition to the hunting of seals.
The 39-year-old former Navy diver and Vietnam
veteran received federal permission to move the three
seals from Boston to City Island for rehabilitation. By
the time they regained their strength and health, they
had become too domesticated to survive in the wild.
Sandlofer wondered if he could use that as an
advantage. If the seals could be taught to assist
divers, maybe their image could improve. Maybe
people would become outraged when they heard the
animals were being killed simply because their skins
made attractive and expensive coats.
But first, seals would have to show their value to
man in other ways.
“The stimulant for me was the Air Florida crash
in Washington D.C. a few years ago; all the people
struggling in the Potomac,” he says. “It took a week
to get divers in the plane. If they had a trained team
of divers and seals, they could have gone to work
immediately finding bodies.”
Sandlofer says a natural chemistry exists between
divers and seals. The burly and bearded Brooklyn
native remembers an encounter he had while working
an underwater salvage job in 1982 off the coast of
Mexico.
“The seals and sea lions were always around me.
One time they scared me so bad. One came so close I
thought he was going to eat me,” Sandlofer says with
a grin. “I said to myself, ‘Wouldn’t it be great if these
marine mammals could work with me.”
Now he’s finding out.
Putting ideas to work

The New York Aquarium and the federal govern
ment provided guidance for Sandlofer to start his
“Rescuarium.” He received financial assistance from
banks and businesses. He used mainly recycled
materials, including 4,000- and 6,000-gallon lard tanks
that were converted into training pools for the seals.

Sandlofer soon hopes to collect enough money to
build a larger pool, so a simulated underwater envi
ronment can be established. It would provide room to
hide a diver. The seals cannot be given that test in
the narrow tanks.
The final test could take place in the waters off
City Island possibly as early as spring.
“That’s called sink or swim,” he says of the
project.
Sandlofer has invented a “diving bell” that pro
vides both diver and seal an additional source of air.
It eliminates the need to resurface as often.
“The seals could locate people trapped under ice
or in a cave,” he says. “They can be our eyes and ears
under the water.”
Sandlofer says he would be willing to turn the
project over to a larger, better-financed organization.
“We’re just a little institute with hardly any
money or staff. We don’t even have an IBM comput
er,” he says. “We’re just trying to show the world
what can happen as long as you respect an animal and
don’t make it into a commercial enterprise. We want
to share. We don’t own this.”
Sandlofer and other members of the North Wind
Undersea Institute are more interested in saving
seals.
“They have the ability to reason and work with
man. They have the potential to save someone’s life,”
he says. “We don’t have all the answers whether this
will be a reality. But we won’t know until we try.”
Meanwhile, interest in the project is growing
throughout the world.
“People from Japan and Canada have been here.
Those are places where it’s legal to kill seals,” he
says. “This gives them a chance to stop and think.
We’re not the only creatures that are smart.”
Sandlofer considers his seals symbols for the
entire species. “We have to show the world that three
animals who were meant to die are alive. Not only
alive, but they have learned to work with man,” he
says. “We never want to see our animals have a ball
on their nose or go urp, urp, urp.”
After all, Raz, Sirius and Stanley have an image to
maintain.

PROTECTED SPECIES

P

Shooting oi harbor seals
in Maine a federal offense
livelihood - may tend to lash out in
frustration at the visible targets. The
fish-eating seals are chief among these,
though research shows their impact on
he grisly discovery of fish stocks is minimal. The same
decapitated seal pups on research reveals human-related factors,
Great Spruce Head Island in such as overfishing, to be the primary
the middle of Penobscot Bay cause of declines in native fish stocks.
should sound a warning to
Further evidence comes from the fact
conservationists and law enforcement
that even though Maine’s harbor seals
officials. Here and reportedly at other were decimated when bounties were
sites along the Maine coast, the federal placed on them in the first half of the
Marine Mammal Protection Act is being century, fish stocks were unaffected.
blatantly violated. If that landmark law is
When lobstermen also complained of
to mean anything, the violations must seal predation, wildlife biologists shot a
stop and violators must be prosecuted.
number of harbor seals in order to
The two decapitated pups appeared to examine their stomachs. No lobster
have been newborn. An older pup had remains were found in them. (A veteri
been shot to death. The three bodies narian with the project said one reason
were found on a single beach on the was that ingestion of hard-shell lobsters,
island on the Fourth of July.
shells and all - as seals would eat them
Harbor seals, the species involved - probably would lead to constipation.)
here (and the most common species of
As for pen-raised salmon, predation
the Gulf of Maine), are fully protected can be cut or eliminated through use of
under the 1972 act, which recently was rigid exterior pens and special netting.
reauthorized and extended.
In no case is shooting seals the
Fishermen who have seen groundfish answer. It not only is a federal offense;
stocks decline - and with them their it does nothing for fish or lobster stocks.

• They aren’t to blame for the
decline in fish stocks, anyway.
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Natural science

Seals by the thousands
now winter off Cape
Migration of evicted ‘pups’ reflects
population boom in Maine, Canada

The puddle hopper was a disoriented
member of a migrating herd of Harbor
Seals that has been burgeoning without
fanfare off the Massachusetts coast. Put
By David Arnold
back on course, he returned to his desolate
Globe Staff
winter haven at Race Point on the tip of
ast month, Sgt. John Henderson Cape Cod.
Only in recent years have marine biolo
of the Provincetown Police De
partment apprehended a 200- gists realized that the state’s Harbor Seals
pound seal that was splashing are annual commuters from points north
in a puddle on Commercial - a migratory population that has more
than doubled in the past three years. Seals
street and obstructing downtown traffic.
With another officer, three bystanders, by the thousands now stake out their ter
several blankets and a truck, Henderson ritories each autumn on isloated beaches
returned the seal to the ocean without and ledges from Gloucester to Martha’s
Vineyard, departing each spring for
harm to person, pinneped, or pickup.

L

Maine's Penobscot Bay, Blue Hill Bay, and
Canada.
Many of the migratory seals appear to
be young males who may have been '‘boot
ed’’ off isolated basking “haulout”
grounds in Maine by older seals asserting
territorial seniority. Haulout “berths” are
at a premium in the north, where the
Maine seal population has grown to 12,000
from 6000 during the past ten years.
There’s been a similar doubling of the
Canadian population, which resides most
ly around Nova Scotia and the Gulf of St.
Lawrence.
The winter migrants in Massachusetts
HARBOR SEALS, Page 61
Harbor seals that hauled out on sandy beaches at Monomoy Island, mostly juveniles, form a ribbon near the
water’s edge. Sleeping seals are often left stranded by
the receding tide.
PHOTO BY DAVID C. TWICHELL
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3 seals dive for weapons;
NYPD might recruit em

Associated Press

Stanley goes for gun as photographers get
shots through windows in New York City.

NEW YORK — (AP) — Police horses,
police dogs and now — police seals?
Three harbor seals, taught to retrieve
guns, tools and other objects and to enter a
diving bell to take a breath, showed off
their skills before police and other public
officials at a private research institute.
“If that animal could jump in the East
River and grab a gun or find a body, and
keep my diver out of the water, I am all for
it," said Lt. Robert Hayes, supervisor of the
Police Department’s underwater recovery
unit, who said the department is interested
in the seal-training project.
With further training, the animals might
also be used to locate drowning victims,
underwater wreckage of aircraft or vehicles
and to deliver extra air tanks and tools from
the surface to divers, said Michael Sandlofer, captain of the North Wind Undersea
Institute.
The non-profit private institute, located
on City Island in the city borough of the
Bronx, operates a museum and research
center dedicated to educating the public
about protection and preservation of marine
life.
If interest in the project is strong enough,
the institute is hoping for further financial

support and guidance, Sandlofer said.
The 18-month-old trainee seals — a male
named Stanley and two females named Raz
and Sirius — went to the bottom of a tank
of clear water Wednesday to fetch a
facsimile of a gun and assisted diver Mark
Dineen, who plunged into the tank for the
demonstration.
Raz returned a dropped wrench to
Dineen. Stanley joined Dineen in a diving
bell about 2^ feet in diameter, going to the
air bubble at the top and taking a breath,
then returning to the water.
Some observers questioned whether the
animals would be able to function in the
sediment-filled murk of the city’s East
River, cluttered at the bottom with cars, old
shopping carts and other obstacles.
But Dr. Jay Hayman, a consulting
veterinarian for North Wind, said, “This
animal has better vision than you do, and is
adapted to colder temperatures.”
The harbor seal is also especially suited
for such work because it is relatively small,
growing to about four to six feet in length
and 300 pounds. By contrast, sea lions,
which Sandlofer and Hayman said have
been used in underwater work by the U.S
Navy, can grow to up to 1,000 pounds.
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Sealed and delivered, but no name yet
By Maria Miro Johnson
Day Staff Writer

MYSTIC — No Name, a harbor
seal at Mystic Marinelife Aquarium,
has given birth to a pup tentatively
known as What’s-His-Name. Or
What’s-Her-Name.
It’s too soon to tell.
The baby seal, as yet untouched by
human hands, took its first swim in
the aquarium’s Seal Island exhibit
for a half hour on Monday. Its birth
at about 2 p.m. Saturday heralded
what aquarium officials say could be
a “baby boom” of sorts because
Susie, another harbor seal, is due to
give birth at any time.
The pup was estimated to weigh
about 10 pounds at birth and was less
than a foot long.
In addition to the seals, three —
possibly four — California sea lions
also are pregnant, said aquarium
spokeswoman Julie Quinn. She add
ed, however, that the bulky shape of
the marine mammals makes it diffi
cult to determine just how many are
expectant mothers.
The seal pup born Saturday is in
its mother’s care for now. Aquarium
staff members haven’t taken a close
enough look at it to determine its
gender, Ms. Quinn said.
The seal is the second ever to be
born at the aquarium. Last year,
Pokito, a male, was born to another
harbor seal.
The unnamed pup is No Name’s
first offspring. “She’s a very good
mother, very attentive. We don’t of
ten see that,” Ms. Quinn said, ex
plaining that most species of seals
are not always overly attentive to
their young.
“We never had a case where the
mother really took care of the baby
the way we wanted it to,” she added.
The identity of the newborn harbor
seal’s father is unknown; there are
several adult males at the aquari
um. Ms. Quinn noted, however, that

No Name basks on Seal Island rocks with newborn — and unnamed — pup close by her side

there is no reason to believe that An
dre — the celebrated seal who swims
annually from Massachusetts to
Maine — is the father because he
wasn’t at the aquarium nine months
ago when the new pup was
conceived.
But as far as the sea lions go,

there’s no doubt that Tommy — a
California sea lion — impregnated
the four female sea lions at the
aquarium. Tommy, the sole male in
the group of seven sea lions, already
has sired four offspring.
“He used to be in a show, but he
wasn’t performing,” Ms. Quinn said.

Gordon Alexander

“So we put him on Seal Island. He
certainly found his niche.”
The aquatic residents of Seal Is
land generally are born in an area
designed especially for marine
mammals about to give birth. A
“beach” gently slopes down to the
water and there is a tidal pool where
the offspring can learn to swim al
most immediately.
Naming new arrivals at the aquar
ium is rarely a problem, Ms. Quinn
said. Usually a name just evolves, as
in the cases of California sea lions
such as Creases, born to Wrinkles;
Oops, born to Ally; and Domino,
born to Dominique.
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Talking Seal Hoover
Loves to Shock People
(Continued from Page 3)
most of his harbor and grey seal
companions at the aquarium. Res
cued off the Maine coast as a pup,
he spent a few days in a bathtub
before the aquarium picked him up.
The vocalizations have only re
cently become distinct. Fiorelli
first began to notice Hoover’s pro
gression four years ago, when she
penciled in her notebook: ‘‘Is he
saying something?”
.
He was then encouraged to repeat
words, and rewarded with a her
ring. Now he does not even wait for
the herring.
“Sometimes, he’ll sit for hours
and talk up a storm,” she said.
Other days, especially during the
breeding season, he will not utter a
sound.

“We’d sort of taken his vocaliza
tions for granted. Now we realize
it’s something special,” she said.
The seal pool is constantly lined
with human visitors, and all the at
tention and amateur coaching over
the past few years probably help
keep Hoover’s diction sharp.
At age 10, he is a young adult.
Seals in captivity often live more
than 30 years, with the help of a
daily diet of 10 to 15 pounds of fish.
Harbor seals are generally about
half as large as sea lions, and Hoo
ver weighs about 200 pounds.
They also have smaller ears, and
their flippers are not as adaptable
to land. In the wild, they are numer
ous on the Northeast and Northwest
U.S. coasts and in other temperate
climates around the world.

Even Cash Registers
Are Speaking Now
impressed customers and
com-

“Come over here!” commands Hoover in his deep, gutteral voice. This
resident of the New England Aquarium in Boston may be the first non-human
mammal to successfully mimic man’s voice.
(New England Aquarium photo)

.And How About a Seal That Talks?
By DAVE RICHWINE
United Press International

BOSTON — Hoover, a plump har
bor seal, has the unnerving ability
to clearly say “Hello there,’’ or
“Come over here,” whenever he
feels like it — often to the shock of
visitors at the New England Aqua
rium.
Specialists in animal behavior
are baffled.
Zoologists say he may be the first
non-human mammal to success
fully mimic man’s voice, in a gut
tural but clearly distinct bass.
Hoover’s limited but remarkable
vocabulary also includes “Get out
of there,” “How are you?” “Hey,”
and his own name.
In addition, he occasionally
sneaks in a dirty old man laugh that
sounds amazingly similar to Arte
Johnson’s park bench chortle on
TV’s old “Rowan and Martin’s
Laugh-In.”

“He’s been mimicking sporad
ically for the last two to three
years,” said Patricia Fiorelli, who
coordinates the aquarium’s marine
mammal stranding program. “A
lot of people think there’s a little
man down there trying to hoodwink
them.”
Katherine Raiis, a research zoo
logist at the National Zoo in Wash
ington, has made some high-quality
tape recordings of Hoover and is
analyzing them with sophisticated
equipment normally used for bird
songs.
Better Than Parrots

Hoover’s mimicry is “much bet
ter than parrots,” she said. “He
sounds like some old wino...We’re
going to compare them with a hu
man voice model, and (are) think
ing of using the same kind of analy
sis the FBI uses for voice prints.
Ralls said human mimicry pre
viously was unknown in other mam

mals, and no hard scientific evi
dence etxists of any as adept as
Hoover’s.
“We’ve been through all the liter
ature on mammals, and it’s mostly
anecdotal,” she said. Gibbons and
elephant seals have been reported
to mimic each other, but never the
human voice.
Hoover “talks” only when he
wants to, often without prompting.
When people try to coach him, he
more often than not floats on his
back near the pool bottom or suns
himself, oblivious to all the com
motion.
Many seals vocalize with grunts
and barks, but they apparently
don’t feel compelled to fashion hu
man sounds, Fiorelli said none of
the other aquariums she’s con
tacted “have never heard anything
like it.”
Hoover was an orphan, along with
(Continued on Page 8)
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WATER BABY — A four-day-old Har
bor Seal pup, left, pops up out of the
water at Mystic Marinelife Aquarium to
keep close to his mother, Poco, who

attentively swam with her pup through
out the day much to the delight of
visitors and the Aquarium staff.

Seal births delight Aquarium
By PAUL CHOINIERE
Bulletin Staff Writer
MYSTIC — When marine biologists designed
the Seal Island exhibit, which opened at the
Mystic Marinelife Aquarium in 1973, they wanted
to encourage the inhabitants to breed. The events
of the past weekend are proof they succeeded.
The aquarium was hit with a “baby boom”
over the holiday weekend as an unprecedented
three births — one harbor seal and two California
sea lions — were recorded.
“Its kind of a strain. We had to put a 24-hour
watch on the pups. But even over the holiday
weekend people were clamoring to be on the ‘pup
watch.’ It’s the kind of dilemma you like to have,”
said aquarium spokeswoman Julie Quinn.
Staffers have not recorded the weights of any
of the pups, or even their sexes. That’s because
marine biologists at the aquarium do not like to
handle the pups for a few weeks unless they must
because of a life-threatening situation, Quinn said.
All three pups are reported in good health. At
first, one of the mother sea lions, Teta, worried
aquarium officials when she refused to feed her
pup bom about 3 a.m. Monday. But the new

mother began feeding her baby Tuesday, to
everyone’s great relief, said Quinn.
The other sea lion mother, Dominique, gave
birth to her pup only minutes after the first birth.
The harbor seal pup was bom to mother Poco at
4:45 p.m. Friday.
The harbor seal now is happily swimming
around Seal Island with mother and is quickly
fattening up right on schedule, said Quinn. That
birth has special significance, said Quinn, because
Poco has been with the aqaurium since it opened
in 1973.
The sea lions are the fifth and sixth bom at the
aqaurium. Last year the first, and up until Friday
the only harbor seal bom at the aquarium, died
when its mother refused to care for it.
Mothers and pups can be viewed at Seal Island
during a visit to the aquarium, said Quinn.
The habor seal soon will lose the thick, white
coat it was bom with and will turn gray. The sea
lion pups are a grayish black and are both almost
three-feet long.
Quinn said officials at the aquarium know of at
least two other seals that now are pregnant.
“The baby boom may not be over yet,” she
said.

Aquarium’s baby boom marred
by death of California sea pup
By RICHARD P. SCHROEDER
Bulletin Staff Writer
MYSTIC — The recent “baby
boom” at Mystic Marinelife Aquar
ium had one sad note to it. A
California sea lion pup died
Wednesday, only a few hours after
its birth.
Aquarium officials had not yet
examined the body of the animal
and did not know what caused its
death, said Julie Quinn, aquarium
spokeswoman.
During the holiday weekend,
three other births — two sea lions
and one harbor seal — were record

ed at the aquarium. Quinn said
another sea lion is expecting. The
delivery, she said, could occur at
any time.
The weights and sexes of the
dead pup and the other newborns
had not yet been determined. As
long as everything is going well,
said Quinn, it is best not to handle
the animals.
All three baby sea lions were
fathered by the same male —
Tommy. Eight to 10 pounds at
birth, said Quinn, adult female sea
lions weigh more than 100 pounds.
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Aquarium is nursery
for seal, sea lion pups
MYSTIC — Three pups — two Cal
ifornia sea lions and one harbor seal
— were born over the weekend at
Mystic Marinelife Aquarium.
“It was a baby boom, practical
ly,” aquarium spokeswoman Julie
Quinn said today. This is the first
time so many pups have been born
there in such a short time span, she
added.
All three pups are doing well, al
though one of the sea lions wasn’t
nursing on Monday, Ms. Quinn said.
Aquarium employees have been
watching the pups around the clock
but have been careful not to in
terfere with the mothers and their
babies.
The mother of the harbor seal is
Poco, an animal that has been at the
aquarium since it opened in 1973 and
originally lived in an indoor exhibit.
The harbor seal pup was born at
4:45 p.m. Friday, and aquarium offi
cials think it may be a male.
“He’s already getting just as
chubby as can be, which is what
they’re supposed to do,” Ms. Quinn
said. She said the pup is about three

feet long and may weigh about 10
pounds — although aquarium offi
cials haven’t gotten close enough to
the babies to weigh them yet. It is
already losing the thick white fur it
was born with, exposing a grayish
coat.
The harbor seal is the second of its
species to be born at the aquarium.
The first died last year when its
mother failed to care for it.
The two sea lion pups were born to
different mothers around 3 a.m.
Monday. They are grayish-black,
weigh under 10 pounds and are about
two and a half feet long. Four other
sea lions have been born at the
aquarium.
Visitors may see the pups — the
harbor seal is in the New England
coast exhibit, and the sea lions in the
California coast exhibit.
“We’re still keeping a close watch
on everything,” Ms. Quinn said.
"It's fun for us. We love having ba
bies.”
She added that two other Califor
nia sea lions at the aquarium may be
pregnant.
/
,
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Gordon Alexander

Seal with a kiss — Poco, a harbor seal at the Mystic
Marinelife Aquarium, gives her new pup some support in
what appears to be a swimming lesson at the aquarium's
New England Coast exhibit. The pup, born Friday after
noon, is only the second of its species to be born at the

aquarium. Other new arrivals are a California sea lion,
born about 8 a.m. today, and two sea lions, born early
Monday morning. Aquarium officials haven't been able
to get close enough yet to determine the gender, and
thus names, of the pups.
-

Harbor seal finds safe harbor

On his way to surgery, a wide-eyed Pemaquid studies his surroundings.
An abandoned seal pup, five months old,
was found in the waters of Pemaquid near
the Old Fort last summer. He was taken to
the
New
England
Aquarium
in
Massachusetts where he was the youngest of
ten seals. Visitors became so fascinated with
him that, ignoring all signs, they threw coins
into the pool where he was kept. Innocently
the little “Pemaquid” as he was named,
swallowed the rich diet. When the keepers
discovered, last October, Pemaquid was not
eating his food, they investigated and
discovered he was suffering from a stomach

ache. He was rushed to the Angell Memorial
Hospital for emergency surgery. The
operation was complicated because of the
mechanism common to seals whereby they
can hold their breath for 30 minutes when
frightened and if that proved the case with
the baby seal they would be unable to ad
minister anesthesia. A more complicated
method of administrating a barbiturate
would be dangerous for the animal. However,
being the intelligent he is, he allowed the
surgeon to use the inhalant.
He was given a 50-50 chance of survival,
but did survive the surgery. Two hundred
and seventy-eight coins were taken from his
belly and returned with the happy seal to the
Aquarium.
—Taken from The Course of Humane Events,
Feb. 1981 published by Mass. Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals and
American Humane Education Society.
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First Aid for a Whale
A one-ton
built sling is
Maine for a

baby sperm whale in a specially Aquarium for care. The whale washed ashore
hoisted into a van at Rockport, in Rockport Harbor, appeared ill and Its chances
trip to Boston’s New England for survival appeared slim.
(AP)
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Lazy George gives seal of approval
WHILE George the
seal takes it easy, he's
making life difficult
for the local sailing
club . He's put the seal
of approval on the
club's rescue Craft
and before they can
use it they have to
move George.
He gets pretty
agitated, barking an
grily and waving his
flippers.
George appeared
recently in Chichester
Harbor. Sussex. Eng
land, and his lazy hab
its have local boat
owners up in arms and
offering a reward to
anyone who finds a
way of keeping him
where he belongs. . in
the water.
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Well-Balanced Personality
Was this harbor seal trying out for a circus, sunbathing, or
trying to rub away those fat rolls around the hips? Did it fall
asleep at high tide and awake stranded at low? Whatever the
answer, it makes a great conversation piece for people driving
or strolling past the rocks just west of Lovers Point in Pacific

Grove. Vern Yadon, curator of the P.G. natural history
museum, informs us that the harbor seal is a permanent resi
dent rather than a migratory visitor, which means he doesn’t
have to pay room tax on the rock.

The Talk
of the Tank!

On any warm spring afternoon,
the outdoor seal pond at the New
England Aquarium is ringed threedeep with entranced spectators. As
harbor seals of all ages, sizes and
shapes perform for their audience,
voices of children and adults alike
can be heard calling out “Hoover,
here Hoover,” trying to get the at
tention of the portly male harbor
seal who has become one of the
Hub’s most famous attrac
tions. Suddenly another
voice joins the chorus,
but this one is dif
ferent from the rest.
At first, everyone

. . zoologists believe that
Hoover is the first
non-human mammal to
successfully mimic the
human voice.

■ *

looks around to see which of the
other spectators is responsible for
the gruff and rather grumpy voice
barking out Hoover’s name, until
suddenly they realize that it’s the
star himself displaying his unique
talent.
Eleven years old and about 20
pounds, Hoover is an orphan res
cued off the Maine coast as a pup
by Mr. and Mrs. George Swallow
and adopted soon afterward by the
New England Aquarium. In 1974,
at the age of three years, he began
making sounds. Six years ago,
Hoover began mimicing human
sounds and he’s been on an as
tounding (for a seal, that is) talking
jag ever since. According to
Aquarium officials, zoologists be
lieve that Hoover is the first non
human mammal to successfully
mimic the human voice. Gibbons
and elephant seals have been re
ported to mimic each other’s
sounds, but not the human voice.
Encouraged in his efforts by the
staff and volunteers who work with
him daily, and by a growing and
appreciative fan club, Hoover now
has a vocabulary that includes his
name, “how are you,” “hello
there,” and on unsociable days,
“get out of here.” His voice is deep
and gutteral, but distinct, and at
times he seems to display a definite
sense of humor. Not only does he
delight in teasing visitors, disap
pearing and then popping up to
chat where he’s least expected, but
also he is frequently heard to
chuckle, or emit what one delighted
listener describes as “the laugh of a
dirty old man.”
Hoover consumes about 12 to 18
pounds of herring daily, and social
izes well with the other harbor seals
who share his living quarters,

including his offspring: Luciver,
Cinder and Beanie. His species,
Phoca vitulina, is native to the New
England area. Harbor seals nor
mally range from Canada to New
Jersey, although they have been
known to travel as far south as
Florida.
According to Aquarium offi
cials, research is currently underway
to understand the “extraordinary
phenomenon”
that
scientific
Hoover represents. Tape record
ings of his voice have been made
and are being analyzed and com
pared with the human voice model
in the same manner used to make
voice prints.
The life expectancy of the harbor
seal is approximately 30 years. No
one knows if Hoover’s vocabulary
will continue to grow in middle and
later years, but now that he’s got
ten the hang of it, it is likely that
the world will be hearing more both
from and about Hoover in the
years to come.
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SHAG THE SEAL romps in the surf at Longport, N.J., with Mrs. Nina Horstman,
Pet lounges on the beach when he isn’t exercising at the seaside resort.

r

Sunhag bulletin

MRS. HORSTMAN CARRIES Shag from the water as her husband, Robert, Sr.,
prepares to swim with their younger seal, Lucy.
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ROBERT HORSTMAN, JR., holds Lucy at their home
as his brother, Jeffrey, serves lunch.
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Sealed With a Kiss
Blodwyn the baby seal sees eye to eye — and whis
kers to whiskers — with Fanta, the Boston terrier!
The little seal was found floundering through the
streets of Taunton, England, and now lives at the
Twycross Zoo in Great Britain. Zoo keepers think
she was hand-reared by somebody on land, and

when her master returned her to the ocean, she re
fused to live in the cold sea. "She's very affection
ate, just like a dog," says Twycross zoo keeper
John Voce. "But you wouldn't want her around
you all the time. There's something fishy about
her."
'

The seal was moved to the Marine
Sciences Laboratory in Morehead City,
N. C., after approval was obtained,
where it was examined by a veterinarian
and given medical attention. After re
covery, plans were to give the seal to a
state zoo or release it.
Sgt John Prosser
JPAO
Camp Lejeune, N. C.

Photo by Sgt John M. Prosser

SSgt R. C. Gottschammer and Sgt Doug Kieper examined a rare harbor seal which
was discovered at Onslow Beach, Camp Lejeune, N.C. The seal was treated for a
broken flipper and cuts on its body, then turned over to the Marine Sciences Lab in
Morehead City, N.C.

Harbor Seal

A rare harbor seal, apparently wound
ed by buckshot, was discovered at On
slow Beach, Camp Lejeune, N. C. by
three Marines.
Sgt Raymond P. Solly, Cpl James
Hayduc and LCpl Thomas Buonocore,
Company “B”, 2nd Reconnaissance Bat
talion, were on the north end of Onslow
Beach about 10:00 in the morning when
they spotted the 65-pound seal.
It is unusual enough to spot a seal at
Onslow Beach, but a harbor seal has one
in 10,000 chances of finding its way to
Camp Lejeune. The seal is usually found
off the coast of Newfoundland.
When discovered, the seal was taken
LEATHERNECK
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to the nearest battalion aid station. It
was later moved by the game warden to
the Base Natural Resources office.
SSgt R. C. Gottschammer, Base game
warden, explained the rarity of the oc
currence and what had happened.
“Things of this nature turn up occasion
ally. If the animals aren’t badly injured,
they are released in the wild to let na
ture take its course. In this instance, the
animal was injured, and we found medi
cal facilities available to treat the seal’s
injury,” he said.
The harbor seal, protected under the
Marine Mammal Act, couldn’t be moved
without permission from the U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service and the Smithson
ian Institution in Washington, D. C.

THE SHARK HAS PEARLY TEETH—SOME
TIMES—In this case this 1300-pound denizen of the
deep, harpooned in Ipswich Bay, has no teeth. So they
tell us. It’s basking shark, harmless, though 'frighten
ing in appearance. Looking over giant are (left to
right) Bernard Eppa and Marcus Goodridge. Standing
is Charles S. Goodridge. (UPI)

Think it over
I agree with Timothy Maddocks
(Voice, March 31) that slaughter of
baby harp seals is a sickening experi
ence.
But have you seen a lamb’s throat slit
to produce not only meat, but a tanned
hide, a snug coat or sheepskin gloves?
How about deer hunting, which is
carried out with much less certainty
than seal clubbing, leaving many a
wounded deer to struggle off into the
brush to die?
Seals are clubbed to prevent damage
to the 'pelt and because they cannot
escape. I haye been knocked uncon
scious by blows to the head several
times during my life. I can recall no
pain — the lights just went out.
The men who club baby seals are not
monsters either, but businessmen
whose livelihood happens to be the sale
of seal pelts. Government biologists
control the numbers of seals killed to
maintain viable herds and provide for
pelts for the future.
Are we concerned about baby seals
because they are cute and appealing? If
you’ve ever eaten a lobster, you know
that the standard way to prepare one is
to drop it live and conscious into boil
ing water.
I think many people should reorder
their priorities.
Allen M. Thomas
Saco

Seals - - on their wav out?
We in Maine can be proud. Maine has
begun to take her place among
those parts of the world that can boast
the threatened extinction of a native
animal.
To Africa’s elephant, to our own
west’s golden eagle, to other dwindling
animals — so numerous a thick book,
“Wildlife in Danger”, now lists them —
may soon be added the Maine harbor
seal. This friendly marine animal
(friendly, that is, until predation forced
him to begin a retreat from man’s
presence) is, if not among the top ten, at
least making his way there by the
particularly graceful leaps and bounds
that characterize him.
Marine biologist David Richardson,
engaged in a three-summer survey of
seals in the Mt. Desert Island area, comes
up with a yearly birth rate figure of
about 200 pups in the area studied. He
estimates that 60 percent of these pups
never reach maturity for natural reasons:
stillbirths, being swept out to sea,
accidents, disease and infection. Add to
these hazards the predations of man and
we may as well begin to bid farewell to
those forms that curve out of our waters
in glinting arcs that seem, more than
anything, a hymn to the sun.
Pup seals are taken for zoos, wild-life

farms, pet lovers and scientists. (Among
predators Richardson lists the scientist
because although his experiments are
performed in the interest of man’s health
he may be seriously upsetting the seal
population. Richardson has implored,
therefore, that “the use of any
experimental animal should be preceded
by a thorough investigation of the
impact of that use on the health of the
[seal] population ... ”)
Seals are also shot — for sport, to
improve marksmanship, and because of a
probably exaggerated idea that they
damage fishing gear and deprive us of
fish and lobsters. Southern Maine has
seen the seal depleted to the extent that
the numbers once seen sunning
themselves on rocks along our coast, or
at play off our shores, are seen rarely if
at all.
Yes, we in Maine can be proud that
we too now have a threatened species.
And most of us didn’t have to exert
ourselves an iota to earn our growing
distinction. All we had to do was sit
back and let it happen. Perhaps if we
bestir ourselves ... perhaps if we
introduce protective legisla
tion . .. perhaps if we fight to get it
passed... perhaps ...
B. J.

What is happening to Maine seals?
PART

III

David Richardson, a
University of N.H. graduate
student, is conducting a census
of seal population at Petit
Manan south to Isle Au Haut
and all of the bays and estuaries
north of that point Frenchman’s, Blue Hills and
Jericho Bays. The census, the
first in Maine since 1948, is a
three-summer field study funded
by the National Park Service and
it winds up in July of 1973.
“Primarily,” says Richardson,
“the Service is interested in seals
as a natural resource of these
waters — an organism to keep
here and a delightful creature for
tourists to see.”
Little study has been done on
seals and little is known about
them. More knowledge must be
obtained before legislation can
be proposed to protect them. If,
Richardson adds cautiously,
protection is needed. (“I don’t
know enough yet about seals to
speak with tremendous
authority,” he says. “Seals are
an emotional issue, difficult to
assess.”) The impetus for the
present study came from the
National Park but also from
people on Mt. Desert Island who
would like to see a management
policy legislated for seal
protection. “I feel seals should
not be completely defenseless,”
says Richardson. “What
legislation exists now is for the
protection of humans, not for
the seals.” He refers to a Maine
law which prohibits seals being
shot with a rifle or other
long-range weapon dangerous to
humans, but this only in Casco
Bay, a part of Kennebunk, the
easterly end of Goose Rocks
Beach and Green Island. For the
rest, seals have no legal
protection whatsoever.
The seal population, in the
area under survey at least, seems
to be static. “There doesn’t
appear to be much predation on
seals by fishermen. Maybe
because there is not so much
weir fishing now. No doubt they
used to do quite a bit of damage
to nets and there was more
antagonism toward them then.”
Richardson believes too that
there is not so much shooting of
seals for sport as formerly.
But pups are taken in rather
large numbers for zoos, for
tourist wild-animal parks and for
biological research, this last the
greatest “predator” of the three.
Richardson does not know of
seals’ having any present
economic use other than that
their skins are used by skiiers
who sometimes strap sealskin on
the bottoms of their skis to

make the uphill climb easier.
“But I’m not even sure the
harbor seal’s skin is best for this
purpose.” As for using the
babies’ skin for fur coats, “The
harbor seal is born with a soft,
wooly white coat which would
be desirable to wear. But it’s
shed so quickly after birth,
sometimes even before, that
economically you could never
harvest them.”
Although Richardson is
circumspect in his remarks preferring to wait till publication
of his semi-annual report in
January before issuing definite
staternents - he admits to an
ever-growing fondness for his
subjects. “They are very
endearing creatures, with a
tremendous fascination for
people. When they’re shot,
either by kids fooling around or
by fishermen, or when they’re
used for research — it’s pretty
hard to take.”
He respects the seal’s
intelligence. “They are wary of
humans. Not trusting at all,
which makes you think there has
been long-term predation of
them by man. They learn very
early to scatter into water if you
get too close. I tried the
sneak-around-the-rock approach,
remaining hidden behind rocks
on a little island and using field
glasses. They knew exacfly
where I was; they were very
suspicious of me. One day 1 was
observing them. They’d scatter
whenever I showed my head
over the rocks. Some fishermen
came roaring in with their boats
to within a few feet of the ledge.
The seals didn’t budge. It
occurred to me that these were
people who were going on about
their own business whereas the
seals knew I was doing some
suspicious work. They’re pretty
clever. And very curious. Go
near their ledges in a rowboat
and they’ll slide into the water
and surround your boat. It’s like
having an audience of sixty or
seventy around you. It’s
something that has to be
experienced.”
(Elizabeth McMaster of
Parson’s Beach experienced
something similar when she and
her husband canoed to Lord’s
Rocks, near their home, three
summers ago. “It was early in
the morning and very calm. We
passed through the rocks to he
other side and there before us
were eight or nine seals making a
circle. They looked as if they
were standing out of the water
on their tails. I don’t know what
they were doing. They stayed
that way about five minutes.”)
Because he is not

circumscribed by the obligation
to publish his findings, Harry
Goodridge of Rockport, Me.,
somewhat of an authority on
seals, can be less inhibited than
Richardson when he talks about
them. He has observed seals a
great
deal, although
unscientifically, has trained
them, and is not shy about
passing on his knowledge to the
end that the seals may benefit.
His greatest contribution to
man’s knowledge of this marine
animal may be the experiment
he carried on, all unknowingly,
that decided for him the
question of whether seals eat
lobsters. (That they do is
claimed by some lobstermen
who have been thought to be
shooting seals along the Maine
coast.) Says Goodridge:
“A lab in Salisbury Cove had
seals they used in kidney
experiments. In 1960 they read
about me losing a seal to a
shark ... They gave me three. I
knew very little about seals then.
The lab said they fed them 4!4
pounds of food a day. 1 thought
they meant all three. They
meant apiece. I’d throw in 4*/4
pounds of herring. They’d fight
over it. They were starving. I was
near a lobster pound. Could have
all the lobsters I wanted. I’d
throw in raw lobsters. The seals
would go for them, but then
they’d leave them alone. Then 1
tried raw lobster meat. Then
cooked. Soft shells, hard shells.
They just would not eat a
lobster. I’d throw in a sculpin
and they’d gulp it down.”
A lobsterman, he says, will
tell him he’s seen seals come up
with lobsters in their mouths.
“Are you sure it didn’t have a
mouth full of kelp or rock
weed?” Goodridge will ask.
“Don’t know. Looked like a
lobster to me.” It’s possible, says
Goodridge. The seal might have
been playing with it. They like
to tease and play with lobsters
sometimes.
Or a lobsterman says he’s cut
open a seal and found lobster
shells in the stomach. “I’ll ask
when,” says Goodridge. “He’ll
say, ‘Oh, two, three years ago.’.
I’ll say where. He’ll say, ‘Well, 1
didn’t actually see it but my
wife’s mother’s cousin — they
told me about it.’”
“But lobstermen are people,”
Goodridge says. “You get all
kinds. Good and bad.
Lobstermen have been to sea all
their lives. They know lobsters.
But they couldn’t tell me when
or where seals had their young
ones. They don’t know seals —
most of ’em don’t.” (Third in a
series of articles on the harbor
seal.)

Harry Goodridge of Rockport has just told one of his trained harbor seals he is going to have to give him
away, and Andre hides his tears with his flipper. (It's all right, kids; Harry wouldn't give Andre away for
all the tea in China.)
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What is happening to Maine seals?
PART IV
Seals appear to have an almost
human power of concept —
although the comparison, these
days, may denigrate the seal. “A
harbor seal is very smart.” This
from Warden Frank White of
Kennebunk. “You take a green
boat in the Kennebunk River
and shoot a seal from it, you’re
going to have a problem
shooting seals in a green boat
again.”
But “smart” can sometimes
be destructive and White holds
that what he considers damage
by seals should be curbed by
shooting them. “If seals couldn’t
be shot in eight or ten years —
no fish.”
The fish and lobster catch
does indeed appear to be
diminishing. Is it because of seal
depredation? “No,” says
Kennebunkport lobsterman Ben
Wakefield. “Seals were here a
long time before we were. We
can get along with them.”
“No, at least not in my own
experience,” says ’Port
lobsterman Milton Mating who
feels the problem to be rather
one of overfishing. “The State
came out and said 95 per cent of
the crop is being harvested every
year. There are more fishermen
than there used to be and they
fish with more gear.” Maling
talks of the oldtimers who
“went lobstering when
lobstering was a hard job. They
used to catch all their own bait.
They had marline ropes and
marline heads and they could
only run about fifty traps. Some
nowadays run about two
thousand. Now they have all
nylon heads and all Dacron
ropes. Bait’s delivered to you at
the bait shed. They have
hydraulic haulers to haul up the
traps, fathometers to determine
the depth of water and find
holes and gullies (for the traps).”
Mrs. Dorothy Going at
Shackford & Gooch’s fishmarket
at the ’Port says, “Some
fishermen blame the poor catch
on the Russian trawlers. They
say they’re taking everything.
It’s the haddock that hurts —
that’s what people seem to want
most.”

And Mrs. Norman Roy, wife
of the ranger at Manset, Maine,
in the area where David
Richardson’s seal survey is now
taking place agrees: “According
to fishermen, foreign ships are
making inroads. They (the
fishermen) don’t have anywhere
near the catch they used to have.
Particularly it’s the Russian
ships, and Japanese.”
If it is foreign ships that are
biting into the Maine catch, and
many who are involved with
fishing off the Maine coast feel
this to be so, the problem is near
solution, at least as far as fish are
concerned. John Skerry, Chief
of the Division of Enforcement
and Surveillance of National
Marine Fisheries Service,
Department of Commerce, from
his headquarters in Gloucester
says that since July 1st of this
year an international inspection
scheme is being enforced under
auspices of the “Countries of
International Convention for the
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries.”
Fifteen nations have ratified this
part of the Convention and have
indicated they are ready to
accept inspectors and are ready
themselves to undertake
inspecting.
As for violations by Russian
vessels, “In its report for 1970,”
says Skerry, “the U.S.S.R. had
more vessels inspected, and
picked up more violations than
the U.S. did. In the past the U.S.
was more efficient in this, but in
the past year the U.S.S.R.
surpassed us.” And Japan —
“The Japanese have only just
become members of the
Commission as of June 1, 1971.
They were not bound until that
time by any Commission
regulations. They have been
primarily fishing for squid on
the edge of the continental shelf.
They have been taking some
ground fish (fish that live at the
bottom of the sea, such as cod,
haddock, flounder, hake; any
living near the surface — herring,
mackerel — are called pelagic).
“The Japanese at present,”
Skerry goes on, “have several
long liners similar to those in
Maine (a series of hooks on a
single line). In this case they are
fishing for tuna. While they are
taking squid, we know they have
also been taking lobsters on the
continental shelf. They have sold
them in Bermuda and St. Pierre
et Miquelon. This was before
they became a member of the
Commission.”
But lobsters do not come
under Commission rules and
regulations. “They are there for
the taking. Any vessel from any
country can take lobsters and
there’s nothing we can say about
it.”
What can be done about this?
(1) “The U.S. could declare the
lobster to be a creature of the
continental shelf — which they
do not qualify for at present
because to do so they must be in
contact with the bottom or
attached to it, such as sea clams,
King crab, sponges, etc. Shrimp
and sea scallops — and lobsters —
can move off the bottom, so
these do not qualify as creatures
of the continental shelf.” But
there has been only one
observation Skerry knows of,
and it was written up in a
scientific journal, of a lobster
actually flipping up off the
bottom.
(2) The U.S. could declare a
200-mile limit. The present limit
for territorial sea is three miles;
there is besides a nine-mile
contiguous zone in which the
U.S. has exclusive right to
fisheries unless that right is
yielded up for some reason.
(The waters under Convention
rules and regulations start in
north Greenland and extend
down the coasts of Canada and

the U.S. as far as Long Island,
N.Y. The fish important to us
within these waters are found
from L.I. up to around
Newfoundland. Regulated fish,
that is fish caught under
Convention rules, in this area are
halibut, grey sole, yellowtail
flounder, dab, Greenland
halibut, pollack, white hake,
cod, haddock, blackback
flounder and ocean perch.)
The seal’s staple diet is
herring, or trash fish. Fishermen
interviewed for this series do not
seem to blame any poor catch
they may have on seals and
available evidence so far suggests
that the shooting of them by
fishermen is rare. It would
appear, therefore, that if the seal
population is lessening (the
survey underway in the Mt.
Desert Island area indicates that
it is not, at least in that area)
then the culprits are rather zoos,
wild-animal parks, scientists who
want seals for biological
research, and persons who
capture them for pets. To these
must be added those who feel
compelled to use for target
practice any moving object not
protected by law.
(Fourth in a series of articles
on the harbor seal.)
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Part V

Duffy himself hasn’t shot a seal
in years. Four or five years ago
he did. Seining is done in the
dark of the moon — that’s when
the herring run - and when seals
got into his nets, tearing them,
“that’s when I used to have to
shoot a few just to keep them
out.”
But seals aren’t much around
this part of the coast any more.
Duffy doesn’t know why.
“Maybe they live up north, in
the bays, where it’s more
sheltered.”
***
Up north on one of those
bays is Harry Goodridge of
Rockport, an amateur expert on
seals. He has trained them for a
number of years. It came about
this way: Once he hunted a great
deal — “No more. 1 got sick of
the sight of blood” — and for his
water kills used Chesapeake
retrievers. They were good
swimmers but, as it turned out,
unable to keep up with scuba
divers of which Harry Goodridge
is one, who besides spending
much of his time off the ground
as a tree surgeon spends almost
an equal amount underwater.
Wny not, 'he thought, train a
young seal to retrieve for him? A
seal would be companionable
too? time spent underwater can
be very lonely. So “I tried to
find out about seals. I asked
fishermen, where do seals have
their babies? What time of year?
Nobody could tell me
anything.”
Harry explored on his own,
picking up a few young seals and
bringing them back to an
enclosure he had made and
placed in the harbor for study
and training purposes. Later,
traveling to Florida to learn how
porpoises were trained, he
became friends with a trainer
named Andre, and when Andre
died, Harry named his favorite
young seal after him.
Andre the seal is famous. He
has been the subject of
numerous magazine articles,
including one in “Life”, and has
been on TV — like another
marine animal whom he holds in
contempt. “What do you think
of Flipper?” Harry asks Andre.
Andre emits a healthy raspberry.
Andre blows his nose on Harry’s
handkerchief. He blows his
whistle. Dribbling a basketball
down the pool, he noses it up
and througli a hoop. He curves
smoothly through a suspended
tire - and then shows you how
it was when he was learning,
getting stuck halfway and lying
draped over the tire in
discouragement.
Harry kicks him, a pretend
kick, and Andre grabs his trouser
leg, releasing it only on
utterance of the magic word
“fish.” Harry cocks a forefinger
at Andre and says “Bang!”
Andre rolls over dead. (At least
once Andre has managed to
upend with a piece of seaweed
on his chest reposing like a lily
on the bosom of a corpse.)
One time Harry, deciding that
Andre might be taught to carry
mooring lines from the dock out
to boats in the harbor, made a
harness and started to put it on
Andre. The seal fought it. And
continued to fight until Harry
threw down the harness and
stalked off, without giving
Andre his customary dinner of
herring.
When Harry’s temper cooled,
he went back to the pool to try
again. He didn’t have to. Andre
was wearing the harness. Andre
had known right along what he
was supposed to do. He just
hadn’t wanted to do it. But no
harness no herring. So he got
into the harness by himself.
Seals are too smart, too
valuable, believes Harry
Goodridge, to be wantonly
destroyed. They can be taught
much — and not only tricks.
Right now Harry Goodridge is
working with the Navy on a
project that will train a seal to
detect a diver or equipment
underwater, either to pinpoint
them for rescuers or to bring
them to the surface themselves.
Harry’s seals have already
ferreted out a concealed diver a
quarter-mile away in ninety
seconds, and have located a diver
up to four miles distant, going to
him unerringly the moment they
are released.
How they do this no one yet
knows. It is thought the seal
may have a built-in sonar
system, perhaps in his whiskers.
That whatever it is can be put to
practical uses is undeniable.
Around marine projects, for
example — oil rigs, construction
jobs, and so on — thousands of
dollars’ worth of tools are lost
annually. Seals can be trained to
retrieve them.
Bodies too. Harry tells of
himself and his son diving,
successfully, for a girl who had
drowned in her car in a quarry.
“It made me wonder if I could
teach Andre to bring up a body.
I started working with a big
plastic doll. Andre gets it up
right away.” The only thing
delaying the final test - that of

Stories about lobsters having
been found in seals’ stomachs
may turn out to be in the myth
class, like mermaids or the Loch
Ness monster. Such stories - of
lobster-eating seals - as have
been traced to their supposed
sources by this reporter have
been denied.
Take fisherman Edgar D.
(Duffy) White of Turbots Creek,
Kennebunkport. Duffy has been
quoted as saying he once cut
open a seal and found fifteen
lobsters in the stomach.
(Predation on their lobsters by
seals is a reason given by
fishermen for shooting them.)
“Nothing to it,” says Duffy
flatly. “I’ve never seen a lobster
inside a seal.”
Duffy himself has shot seals
in the past. Not because they
preyed on his lobsters - he sets
traps when he isn’t fishing - but
on his herring seines. Duffy is a
stop-seiner as opposed to a
purse-seiner. In stop-seining the
nets are laid where their ends
can be blocked, at places inshore
like
the breakwater near the
"Leggo! Leggo!" Not on your tintype, growls Andre, the seal. Not until trainer Harry Goodridge utters
Colony Hotel at the Post. In this
the release word. (.It s fish ),
way the fish can’t escape around
the ends of the seine.
In purse-seining the net,
which is shaped like a woman’s
hairnet and rimmed with cork,
has rings on the bottom through
which a line is threaded. When
setting their nets, purse-seiners
come back to their starting
point, thus making a complete
circle. They then haul tight the
line, trapping the fish inside the
net.
Their net is laid down where
schools of spawn herring are
running, usually at some
distance offshore. (Canadian
purse-seiners are twenty-seven
miles off Cape Porpoise as this is
being written; other
purse-seiners are four and a half
miles off Hampton Beach.)
Because the herring (sardine)
catch lately has been so poor,
purse-seiners have been fishing
spawn herring to supply
factories’ demands. Spawn
herring have relatively little
commercial value. Their tails are
used in mustard or tomato sauce
and sometimes as lobster bait;
otherwise they are wasted.
But they do produce young.
Stop-seiners do not catch them
because they don’t as a rule
come in that close to shore. So
for what fishermen consider
their present poor herring catch
Duffy feels that the purse-seiner
is to blame rather than the seal,
even though herring comprises a
Just to show all is forgiven, Andre reaches up, Harry reaches down - to exchange a kiss.
large part of the seal’s diet.
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Andre’s surfacing with a lifesize
body — is for Harry to find a
plastic manniken, more the size
and configuration of an adult
human. “They [the mannikens]
are all made out of that crumby
stuff that disintegrates.”
***
. . . Although the seal
population — about a thousand
- in the area around Mt. Desert
Island being studied in the first
survey of seals in Maine since
1948 seems to remain fairly
static, seals along the southern
Maine coast appear to be
diminishing.
... Depredation of seals by
man continues in their immature
range, pups being captured for
zoos, for wild-animal parks, for
biological research and for use as
pets. They are also shot for sport
and used for target practice.
. .. Depredations of seals by
man have been considerable.
Normally a friendly animal, the
seal has developed a fear of man,
establishing its nesting area as far
from him as possible and
submerging its infants at his
approach.
. .. Shooting of seals by
Iobstermen, at least on the
southern Maine coast, appears to
be waning, possibly because of
protest by conservationists or
because evidence suggests that
the seal’s diet, mostly “trash”
fish, does not include the
lobster. Shooting of seals by
seiners, because of damage by
them to the seines, also appears
to be on the wane “because
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there aren’t that many seals and widely scattered sections ot
around.”
the maine coast.
. .. Seals cannot be blamed
for the present alleged poor
Conclusion,
herring catch because even
1. Examination of most of
though seals eat herring, the seal the reasons given for shooting
population of the southern the Maine harbor seal — for his
Maine coast appears diminished skin; his destruction of lobster
while the herring catch traps, weirs and seines; because
continues poor.
he diminishes the coast’s lobster
... Seals are extraordinarily and herring (and other) catch intelligent. They can be taught has found them to be, at the
not only tricks but feats useful least, questionable.
to man.
2. The seal’s potential as a
. .. Maine law to protect the trainable marine animal, of use
seal is almost nonexistent. What to man in many fields, has only
legislation there is prohibits, in begun to be explored.
the shooting of seals, the use of
3. Legislation to protect the
weapons dangerous to humans, Maine harbor seal is long
thus protecting the human overdue.
rather than the seal. Even this (Last in a series of articles on the
law is in effect only in four small Maine harbor seal.)
★ *********** **************

It Pays To Advertise
(You think we’re in it for nothing?)
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SEAL SURGERY: Doctors in Buffalo removing a cataract from the eye of
Sandy, a performing harbor seal. The rare operation was performed to try
to save her career at the Niagara Falls Aquarium. She had cataracts in both
eyes, but only one was removed to avoid complications from anesthesia. The
outcome of the operation will not be known for a few days.
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Seal of retrieval
Stanley, the seal, retrieves a wrench under the
observation of diver Mark Dineen yesterday in
New York. Three seals are being trained by
police to help in recovery of items underwater.
AP phott

Stanley the seal retrieves a gun as spectators photograph hiir
Wednesday through windows of a tank at the North Wind Undersea
Institute on City Island in New York. Stanley and two other seals
are being trained by police to help in underwater recovery.

